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Princess Anne County Confederate Statue Roundtable 
Meeting Notes – April 13, 2018 

Courthouse Annex, Building 20-A 
Approved May 4, 2018 

 
Present: 
Co-Chairs – Sharon Felton; Jimmy Wood 
Members – Michael Berlucchi; Kenneth Harris; Edna Hendrix; Michael Hucles; Stephen 
Mansfield; Amelia Ross-Hammond; Eugene Ward; Charles Wilson; Israel Zoberman 
City Council – Rosemary Wilson 
City Staff – Mark Reed; Jonathan Sanders; Carolyn Smith; Lisё Chandler-White 

 
Sharon Felton welcomed the PACCSR members that were in attendance. She noted the beautiful 
day and thanked everyone for attending. 
 
Jimmy Wood asked if there were any changes or additions to the notes from the March 9, 2018 
meeting.  There were no changes. 
 
Mark Reed introduced Lisё Chandler-White from the City’s Communications Office and noted 
that she would be able to provide guidance as we move forward with engaging the public. Mr. 
Reed went over the survey information.  An online survey had been provided for the members 
prior to the March meeting.  Mr. Reed noted that he had revised the analysis to provide weighted 
scores for responses with the following weights: 
 
Strongly Agree = 2 
Agree = 1 
Neutral = 0 
Disagree = -1 
Strongly Disagree = -2 
 
Mr. Reed said he thought the committee’s preferences were more readily apparent from this tool. 
He noted that he had used a percentage analysis when he first looked at the survey responses and 
he felt that the results weren’t very clear from that. 
 
Eugene Ward asked if there had been discussion at the March meeting about the fill in the blank 
responses to the survey.  Mr. Reed noted that there had been some, mostly coinciding with the 
discussion on the short, intermediate and long term goals. 
 
Ms. Felton said we are not trying to get too specific on the recommendations so there will be 
some room to make adjustments when we hear from the public. 
 
Michael Hucles noted the quote from Charles Wilson in the March 9 notes asking whether we 
will revisit the recommendations when other members attend future meetings.  Dr. Wilson said 
that he just wanted to make sure we keep moving forward. 
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Israel Zoberman said the most sensitive issue is the fate of the statue.  He noted that a judge in 
Charlottesville will be making a decision soon on the Lee statue. He said that this group has not 
taken a vote on the Princess Anne County statue. 
 
Mr. Wood said he thought we had addressed that at the first meeting.  Dr. Wilson agreed and 
said he thought we had a consensus.  Dr. Ward said he asked the question about who wants to 
move it at the first meeting. 
 
Rabbi Zoberman said it is the most important issue.  He didn’t think we had established whether 
or not to remove the statue. 
 
Dr. Wilson said that this is what he was talking about at the March meeting. He was concerned 
about the potential of going back to discussions that had previously been resolved. 
 
Ms. Felton noted that moving of the statue is a legal issue.  Mr. Wood said the City Attorney 
would need to provide us with an opinion in the event that there is a decision in the 
Charlottesville case that allows that statue to be moved. 
 
Michael Berlucchi said his recollection was that we discussed it and since it was not a legal 
option we decided to move on.  He noted that his thoughts are that legal is not always what is 
right.  He said his personal feeling is to leave it in place and enhance what is presented in that 
location. 
 
Mr. Wood said we will want to give reasons why we recommend to remove it or to keep it. 
 
Rabbi Zoberman said his conscience would not allow him to make a decision at this point.  He 
wants to hear from the City Attorney. 
 
Mr. Berlucchi said that the City Attorney has said one thing and the state Attorney General has 
said another.  He said he would like to know the legal basis for the City Attorney’s position. 
 
Mr. Wood asked Mr. Reed if he would ask the City Attorney’s office if they could discuss the 
legal opinions with the PACCSR.  Mr. Reed said he would. 
 
Ms. Felton noted the Holocaust death marches and the retention of some of the camps there as 
historic sites. 
 
Mr. Wood asked Rabbi Zoberman if he would be more comfortable making a decision after the 
public meeting.  Rabbi Zoberman responded that he would and noted there needs to be at least 
one public meeting.  
 
Mr. Reed noted that there were bills in this year’s General Assembly that would have allowed 
the statues to be moved.  Having those bills introduced would seem to confirm that it is thought 
that current state law does not allow the statues to be moved. 
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Amelia Ross-Hammond asked what had been determined about the timing of the public meeting.  
Mr. Wood responded that nothing has been scheduled, yet. 
 
Stephen Mansfield made an observation about public perceptions that the note taker did not 
capture. 
 
Edna Hendrix said that she kind of agrees with Rabbi Zoberman about the need to go to the 
public.  Rosemary Wilson noted that we have had public input on this issue. Dr. Hucles said that 
he was confused.  He said he thought the PACCSR was created in response to public input. 
 
Ms. Felton asked Ms. Chandler-White if she could talk about ways we could gather public input.  
Ms. Chandler-White noted that there are several ways.  She said that one way with an issue like 
this is to give the public options and get their feedback. 
 
Dr. Ward asked Ms. Chandler-White if the committee needs to tell the public how it came to its 
recommendations.  Ms. Chandler-White responded affirmatively.   
 
Dr. Ward asked what the goal is. 
 
Mr. Wood said the Historic Preservation Commission held a public meeting in September and 
the issue was not seen as being as simple “keep it” or “remove it.” The Commission formed this 
group to discuss the issues and to come up with a framework to address the statue and ultimately 
provide a recommendation for City Council. 
 
Mr. Woos said ideally the PACCSR can reach a consensus, but we were hoping that we can at 
least achieve a majority opinion on this. When we get to the public meeting stage it is expected 
that the recommendations will be presented to them, we will tell them the basis for the 
recommendations and collect public feedback. The goal is not to revisit whether or not to remove 
the statue; rather it is to present recommendations and get comments on those. 
 
Mr. Berlucchi said he wanted to revisit Rabbi Zoberman’s points about what is legal to do.   He 
asked if adding a park and a sign would be seen as altering the statue. He said he has been 
following the City of Norfolk and their discussions.  They seem intent on moving their statue.  
Mr. Berlucchi noted that there may be some difference depending on whether it is a city or a 
county determination. The opinion’s he hears are either keep it or remove it.  He wonders why 
there is such a great divide. 
 
Ms. Chandler-White noted that there is a new City tool called PublicInput.com that can be used 
to get feedback.  She said it is multiple choice and has boxes for typed comments. 
 
Rabbi Zoberman said we need to let both sides provide input.  He said we need to give more time 
to this. 
 
Dr. Hucles said he thought the committee had discussed why we have made decisions.  It started 
with the legal point that the statue cannot be moved.  He said that he read the public comments 
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from September and there is immense polarization there.  He asked - given the legal direction we 
have received where do we go from there? 
 
Councilperson Wilson said we are never going to make everyone happy.  This group has come 
up with a wonderful compromise. 
 
Dr. Ross-Hammond noted that it is like opening up a new wound every time we go to the public. 
 
Councilperson Wilson noted that she has told people about a history park and has gotten a 
wonderful reception. 
 
Rabbi Zoberman asked why we don’t get more legal input. 
 
Dr. Ward said that the legal discussion around this is still evolving. Mr. Wood noted that even if 
the Charlottesville case goes forward it will be challenged by whoever loses.  He said he would 
like us to have a recommendation based upon where we currently are legally. 
 
Dr. Wilson said, if the legal process is evolving, what is the point in bringing in the City 
Attorney for a legal opinion.  We know what it is now. 
 
There was general discussion about bringing in the City Attorney and what information they 
could add. 
 
Dr. Ward asked if we were told that there was a legal case for moving the statue would that 
change your opinion.  Rabbi Zoberman said that he possibly would. 
 
Councilperson Wilson asked Rabbi Zoberman if he would accept a phone call from the City 
Attorney.  Rabbi Zoberman said no, we are a committee. 
 
Dr. Ross-Hammond suggested a vote on whether or not to bring in the City Attorney to provide 
information to the group.  Mr. Berlucchi seconded the motion.  There was some discussion to 
amend the motion so that if the vote was not to have the City Attorney meet with the PACCSR at 
this time we would invite them to meet with us if anything changed in the legal options. It was 
determined to address that with a separate motion. 
 
Discussion – Mr. Berlucchi asked if anyone has based their opinion on the fact of the statue not 
being able to be legally moved.  He said he didn’t like the first meeting because it made us feel 
like our hands were tied.  He said he has spent the last ten years working in a community with 
laws I don’t agree with. 
 
Dr. Hucles said the he disagrees.  He said the purpose of this committee is not to challenge the 
law.  We need to operate based upon current codes.  He noted that he supported Rabbi Zoberman 
to put a plaque about slave auctions up at the courthouse. 
 
Mr. Wood said that we could recommend to City Council that they lobby the General Assembly 
for a change. 
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Dr. Ward said we discussed this at the first meeting.  If you remove it someone else can come in 
and make their own context. 
 
Kenneth Harris asked if there were both state and local restrictions.  Mr. Reed said that at the 
local level the monument in located in a Historic and Cultural District.  It is considered a 
structure and for a structure to be moved or demolished the property owner would need to have a 
Certificate of Appropriateness (COA).  Application for a COA is made to the Historical Review 
Board (HRB). Mr. Reed said the HRB may deny the COA.  The property owner could then 
appeal the decision to City Council.  It is possible that since the property owner and the appellate 
body would be the same (the City) in this case that they would need to appeal to the Circuit 
Court. 
 
The vote was taken.  The majority voted for the City Attorney to not come to address the 
PACCSR on the current legal status of the statue.  Rabbi Zoberman voted for the City Attorney 
to address the committee. 
 
Mr. Wood made a motion to invite the City Attorney to address the legal status of removing the 
statue if future changes occur due to judicial opinions. The motion was seconded by Mr. 
Berlucchi.  The motion passed. 
 
Mr. Wood moved on to the recommendations that had been discussed at the March 9 meeting.  
He started with how the time frame terms had been defined: 

• Immediate – actions that can be accomplished in 6 – 12 months 
• Short Term – actions that can be initiated but may take a while to accomplish 
• Medium Term – actions that can be accomplished farther down the road 
• Long Term – actions that are to be accomplished even longer down the road 

 
Dr. Ward asked who would write the signs.  Mr. Reed said that if the task fell to the Planning 
Department it would be likely that he would provide the initial draft and would then look to a 
committee of historians to review and revise. 
 
Dr. Hucles noted that museum curators are good since they regularly write such content for 
exhibits and are experienced at making such signage interesting and concise.  He noted that there 
was some information about signage in the meeting packet.  Mr. Reed said that the information is 
the sign standards for the City’s Parks and Recreation Department.  He said he provided it for the 
committee’s information since some of the recommendations touch on the establishment of a 
park. 
 
Dr. Hucles asked if the recommendations provided with the packet were what were agreed upon 
at the March meeting.  Mr. Reed said that there were no recommendations agreed upon at the last 
meeting.  He said that the recommendations document in front of the PACCSR today was drafted 
by him for discussion purposes and is his attempt to compile the information from the completed 
survey and from the committee’s discussions.  These recommendations are all open for 
discussion. 
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Dr. Hucles said he likes the structure of the recommendations and he made a motion for the 
PACCSR to accept the general blueprint seen in the document.  The motion was seconded by 
Mr. Harris. 
 
Discussion – Mr. Berlucchi said that the park he envisions is more of a long term action.  He said 
he was not sure if the public even wants a museum and does not agree that this is the right place 
for it. 
 
Dr. Hucles said that the motion was for this to be a blueprint.  Dr. Wilson asked for some 
clarification on the term blueprint.  He asked if that just meant everything that was in bold 
lettering.  Dr. Hucles responded affirmatively that the motion is for everything in bold to be the 
blueprint and then we can fill in the blanks. 
 
The vote was taken and the motion passed. 
 
Mr. Wood asked the committee to look at the immediate goals. He said that he wanted to add 
that the Historic Preservation Commission and the Princess Anne County Courthouse Statue 
Roundtable are responsible and involved in the production of the interpretive signs. He continued 
by saying these groups would not be the ones to draft the signs. 
 
Mr. Wood again talked about what the goal time frames should mean.  He suggested the 
following: 

• Immediate – 6 – 12 months 
• Short Term – 1 – 5 years 
• Medium Term – 3 – 8 years 
• Long Term – 8 – 10+ years 

 
Mr. Reed said he would reformat the draft recommendation documents into more of an outline.  
He said he would provide each action as a bulleted entry and members can revise, delete and add 
to the entrees as they think is appropriate. 
 
Mr. Reed also said he would send out a Doodle Poll for scheduling the next meeting. 
 
The meeting was adjourned.  


